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ABSTRACT
Data collection methods for AI applications have been heavily scru-
tinized by researchers, policymakers, and the general public. In this
paper, we propose data agency theory (DAT), a precise theory of
justice to evaluate and improve current consent procedures used in
AI applications. We argue that data agency is systematically defined
by consent policies. Therefore, data agency is a matter of justice.
DAT claims data agency ought to be afforded in a way that mini-
mizes the oppression of data contributors by data collectors. We then
apply DAT to two salient consent procedures in AI applications:
Reddit’s Terms of Service agreement and the United States’s IRB
protocols. Through these cases, we demonstrate how our theory
helps evaluate justice and generate ideas for improvement. Finally,
we discuss the implications of using justice as an evaluation met-
ric, comparing consent procedures, and adopting DAT in future
research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In 2022, Politico reported that Crisis Text Line–a non-profit SMS
suicide hotline in the United States—used one-on-one crisis con-
versations to train a customer service chatbot. This chatbot was
intended as a for-profit spin-off to support the hotline [44]. Users
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and popular media criticized Crisis Text Line (CTL) for violating the
spirit of the hotline and breaching data sharing rules in their Terms
of Service [43]. CTL maintained that they did not violate reasonable
expectations—hotline users “consented” to a lengthy Terms of Ser-
vice, which specified that CTL could use data for business purposes.
The CTL controversy is just one of many controversies highlighting
how data-driven organizations can abuse peoples’ expectations of
data collection and use [35, 56]. Current Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning (ML) technologies often scrape data from
public venues, such as social media sites, with no attribution to
the original sources. Data also comes from technology users who
passively produce detailed artifacts such as behavioral logs, ratings,
and personal information [6], which inform popular models like
GPT and Bard.

Theories of data labor [6, 45] argue that data contribution is
necessary work to fuel predictive technologies. However, those
who contribute this data, referenced as data contributors, are rarely
given their due right to shape data decisions on models [85]. For
example, social media users are often the inadvertent contributors
to AI/ML models; emerging generative AI models, such as GPT-4
and Dall-E, are primarily powered by the public contributions of
internet users, writers, and artists [45]. However, publicly avail-
able data is often authored and disseminated in a specific context.
People post content with an imagined audience of their peers or
other users, not data collectors [51]. Previous work has explored
how taking this data out of its intended context can increase the
risk of dehumanization [15], violate one’s understanding of pri-
vacy [58], and contribute to entrenched social injustices such as
racial disparities [18].

Traditional models of consent have been argued to mitigate these
failures; however, we think they fail to capture the systemic nature
of consent in data-centric environments. AI applications often rely
onmassive amounts of data, such that gaining the ideal of individual
informed consent may not be feasible at scale [76]. Social media
data sites, which often make their data publicly available, rely on
Terms of Service (TOS) agreements that users consent to before
they can use the platform. Arguably, these agreements do not create
consentful situations. TOS agreements have been scrutinized for
being opaque [16, 26, 79, 93] and giving platforms unfettered access
to data once consent is given [4, 48].

While AI scholars and activists have called for justice-centric
perspectives [14, 42, 82], AI practitioners have not coalesced on a
moral and pragmatic framework to accomplish these goals. Cur-
rently, justice in predictive systems (AI, ML, algorithms, etc.) is
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used as a valuable umbrella term for describing a category of in-
terrelated desiderata, such as equity [21], fairness [40], and harm
mitigation [42]. Umbrella terms are helpful insofar as they promote
accessible and intuitive understanding [71]. However, in AI jus-
tice literature, these broad strokes require researchers to abstract
away from specific situations. AI ethicists must create a theory of
justice specifically for data-centric policies and procedures in an
AI pipeline. From the Writer’s Guild of America strike surround-
ing AI threats [89] to organized AI advocacy [66], current events
indicate a lack of AI justice frameworks that sufficiently capture
the collective struggles humans have with predictive technologies.
Precise theories create more ground for productive implementation
and action [76], giving designers and developers the scaffolding to
create more just systems. How can we align AI to justice when we
have not established what justice is in this context?

We present data agency theory: consent policies constrain data
contributors as a group by negotiating their agency around a dataset
they created. Data agency theory (DAT) is built on emerging work
on data labor [6, 45] and feminist work on redefining the role of
consent as a systemic procedure [10, 30, 47] rather than an indi-
vidual agreement. We adapt feminist philosopher Iris Young [90]’s
theory that justice is the ridding and redressing of group-based
oppression through institutional change. Theory adaptation is an
applied ethics method that translates broad societal norms into
technical practice [76]. Specifically, we adapt Young’s theory of
justice to AI applications by:

(1) Describing the systemic relationship between consent and
agency in data settings

(2) Establishing data agency as a necessary dimension of justice
in predictive systems

We conclude that justice in a predictive system demands considering
how institutional routines (i.e., consent procedures and terms of
services) transform agency at a group level. In other words, data
agency is a contributor to justice and a product of consent policies
in a predictive system. We highlight the power of having a problem-
specific theory of justice by applying data agency theory to two
salient data consent procedures: (1) social media data sharing and (2)
human subjects research consent procedures. We demonstrate that
a precise theory of justice carries unique evaluative and generative
power. Finally, we discuss key opportunities for using data agency
theory to compare consent procedures, generate new designs, and
inform future research. DAT serves an urgent purpose in FAccT and
AI development communities by formalizing our ethical intuitions
about consent and agency into an operationalizable theory.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we outline the relevant work on consent and jus-
tice, particularly in data settings, such as social media, ML, and
AI applications. DAT is heavily inspired by (1) work on data la-
bor [6, 45, 85] and (2) feminist philosophy on consent, agency, and
justice [22, 38, 90]. Therefore, we scope broad terms like “consent”
to specific definitions from previous work. Table 1 provides a full
overview of DAT-related terms.

2.1 Consent in Sociotechnical Settings
Our contemporary understanding of consent originated in feminist
and sex-education movements. Consent, as a sociological construct,
is mainly centered around those who are at a power deficit due to
deeply-rooted institutions such as patriarchy, heterosexism, and
toxic othering [1, 24, 47, 74]. Furthermore, it is widely accepted that
consent is an impactful mechanism for navigating power imbal-
ances in high-stakes situations, such as claims over one’s body or
sexuality [9, 37]. Social notions of consent, particularly in sexual
contexts, have been iteratively progressing for decades, implying
that consent is a dynamic concept [20]. Consent must be made free
of coercive forces, being given enthusiastically and willingly [9].
However, consent is not a one-time nor binding agreement but
rather an ongoing negotiation dependent on numerous contextual
notes [8, 10, 53, 57].

While consent is a well-defined term in some contexts, such as
law, it is still a social construct—it is dependent on ambiguous and
contextual factors. In social media contexts, communicating con-
sent is multi-faceted. For example, users may build a mental model
of an imagined audience that determines the terms of their con-
sent [51]. Previous work has noted that consent is a sociotechnical
gap in online spaces [2, 38, 76]. For example, the power asymmetry
between a data collection platform and a user in a technical setting
is not comparable to humans in a social setting, such as a sexual
encounter. Moreover, because there is no one-on-one interaction, as
with sexual encounters, the implications of consent in technology
systems are unclear. In technological systems, it can often be seen
as a “moral magic” [4] that gives data collectors unfettered access
and control over large swathes of data.

Our work builds off of consent design by suggesting a meta-
theoretical framework to evaluate and compare prevalent consent
procedures, such as heavily scrutinized Terms of Service agree-
ments [26, 49, 64, 79]. We specifically take a sociological definition
of consent as an agreement between data contributors and data
collectors. Moreover, we frame consent in terms of justice, allowing
us to reason about consent agreements as an institutional routine
rather than an individual agreement. We use data agency theory
to evaluate these different mechanisms for consent and generate
future improvements. Specifically, we evaluate these mechanisms
along the dimension of justice.

2.2 Justice in AI/ML
Originating from Justinian Law in the Byzantine Era, justice is the
idea of giving every individual their due [39]. Justice is the opposite
of arbitrariness; it is systemic fairness that has been deliberately
designed through laws and policy. In AI ethics, there has been a
long-standing interest in algorithmic justice and fairness as fun-
damental values. Justice has been invoked both as a property of a
model–“algorithms should be just" [23, 40, 52]–and as a pre-existing
value in systems where AI is utilized–such as the criminal justice
system [80, 91]. Moreover, data collection, maintenance, and use
procedures are often central to discussions on AI/ML justice and
broader ethics [55, 82, 86]. This makes sense as the data used for
AI applications are generated by humans [15], meaning that in-
tricate networks of stakeholders and sociopolitical dynamics are
at play. For instance, Vincent et al. [85] found that social justice
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Term Definition Citations
Data Contributors Users who either passively or actively provide data to a

collective “dataset,” such as a platform’s API or a research
dataset.

Arrieta-Ibarra et al. [6], Li et al. [45]

Data Collectors Entities that pool data contributions together into a usable
dataset. These could be large entities, such as tech companies,
or single researchers.

Arrieta-Ibarra et al. [6], Li et al. [45]

Institutional Routine Sweeping, standardized policies that are the norm for
someone engaging with an institution, such as a user
engaging with a social media platform

Young [90]

Consent An institutional routine of agreement between data
contributors and data collectors.

Im et al. [38]

Data Agency An individual’s capacity to shape the action around the data
they created.

Davies [22], Vincent et al. [85]

Justice The rectification of the oppression of social groups caused by
institutional routine.

Young [90]

Table 1: Glossary of central terms to data agency theory. DAT is heavily inspired by (1) work on data labor in predictive systems
and (2) feminist work on consent, agency, and justice.

mechanisms, such as worker strikes, have been adapted to give data
contributors “levers" over data collectors and platforms.

We build on this work by proposing a theory central to design-
ing and evaluating data management mechanisms across the AI
pipeline. Furthermore, we adopt the Rawlsian view that justice
and fairness are symbiotic in AI systems: increasing the justness
of a model will, in turn, increase fairness [68]. However, we ar-
gue that Rawlsian distributive justice paradigms, often used in ML
fairness and AI justice research [52], do not sufficiently mirror
the structural inequities entrenched in data pipelines. Instead, we
adopt Iris Young’s perspective, a seminal critic of distributive jus-
tice paradigms, that seeking justice is rectifying the oppression of
social groups caused by structures and systems [90]. We ground
our theory in the parallels between Young’s conceptualization of
justice and current thought paradigms surrounding data-centric
applications, such as power asymmetries, stakeholder groups, and
sweeping consent policies.

3 DATA AGENCY THEORY (DAT)
3.1 Theory Overview
Justice is often framed as a distributive goal in predictive sys-
tems [42]. AI justice typically considerswhether favorable outcomes
are distributed equitably amongst a key population. Critiques of dis-
tributive justice note that it does not sufficiently consider systemic
factors and structural inequities [90].

In this section, we establish data agency theory (DAT)—consent
procedures define data-centric social groups and dictate each group’s
capacity to shape data action. Here, we use theory adaptation meth-
ods to translate Young’s theory of societal justice into an opera-
tionalizable theory of data justice. DAT is a framing of data agency
as a product of consent policies and a contributor to justice within a
predictive system (Figure 1). DAT allows us to evaluate the justness
of a predictive system by dissecting the data consent policies used.
We outline the two fundamental premises of DAT. Each premise
implies that AI/ML fairness research, a subset of responsible AI,

must adopt two paradigm shifts to meaningfully progress toward
the desired goal of measurable proxies for justice and fairness in
an AI system.

3.1.1 Defining Data Agency. We define data agency as an individ-
ual’s capacity to shape action around the data they create. More
data agency gives contributors more control over how their data is
used [45, 85].

It is important to distinguish agency from power. While agency
focuses on an individual’s capacity to act, power is something one
has over another being, group, or circumstance [22]. In other words,
agency is action while power is domination [50] and inescapably
relational. We take the feminist view [22, 50, 90] that agency begets
power; eventually, one can wield agency in a way that exerts power.
Conversely, power can be distributed in a way that affects the
agency of numerous people. Iris Young [90] focuses on what hap-
pens when power distributions affect people’s agency in specific
social or identity groups. Young argues that when a lack of agency
is systemic, it affects a whole community of people—and, therefore,
is a form of oppression. In turn, seeking justice involves redressing
harm to specific social groups caused by institutional routines. We
argue that this conceptualization of justice accurately describes
data-centric technologies, such as predictive systems. Therefore,
we explore what affects agency in data pipelines and how that
ultimately translates to justice.

3.2 Premise 1. Consent outlines agency in a
systematic way

First, we establish the relationship between consent and agency.
In social settings, consent has historically tried to create more eq-
uitable power dynamics in complicated contexts, such as sexual
encounters [88]. To this end, consent has been posited as a dy-
namic and mutual agreement free of coercive forces [8]. Consentful
situations give individuals the ability to express agreement or dis-
agreement through their consent. This sociological definition of
consent describes online data-sharing agreements. For example,
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Figure 1: Overview of the central constructs in data agency theory (DAT). We argue for a Youngian conceptualization of justice
where data agency is a contributor to justice and a product of consent policies.

individual privacy settings on Google allow users to opt into (i.e.,
consent to) data sharing with third-party advertisers. By taking
that option, users make a dynamic and contextual agreement with
Google to provide data.

Data contributors have a baseline amount of agency; they can
choose which sites to use, how to present their profiles, and what
they post. However, agency is also defined by the consent proce-
dures they encounter in computing systems. For example, in an
informed consent form, a research participant is told they can with-
draw at any time. Therefore, the research participant (i.e., the data
contributor) is informed of an action they can take. However, con-
sent can be used to diminish agency in nefarious ways. For example,
TOS for a social media site may outline that the data collector (i.e.,
platform) is allowed to share user data with any third parties. This is
anti-agentic as data collectors can asymmetrically and unilaterally
take away actions from data contributors.

Agency is more than individual actions and relationships with data
collectors; it is a product of systemic factors (e.g., consent procedures).
In predictive systems research, consent procedures around data are
often framed at and for individuals: Are we giving every individual
their due right to their data? Prior work supports the position that
data rights are individual rights [82]. Data is often regulated as
property that an individual has rights over rather than a collective
resource that users contribute to [73]. While individual rights are
a fantastic foundation for reasoning, consent procedures around
data are relational and, therefore, may not map to the societal
consequences of technology.

We posit that consent defines an individual’s capacity to shape
action with a predictive system, but it does so according to so-
cial groups rather than individuals. For example, current models
of consent procedures (e.g., blanket TOSes) are designed for data
contributors as a group rather than a single individual. Individuals
cannot negotiate TOSes; their choice is an all-or-nothing adoption
of policies decided by data collectors. While the datasets necessary
for AI/ML applications are often the work of millions of data con-
tributors, these broad policies conflict with the idea of individual
data or individualized consent. Instead, predictive systems often
view “datasets” as an amalgamation of data contributions that go
beyond a single individual. Therefore, consent as an agreement
between two individuals fails to capture the structural and sys-
temic nature of data-centric settings. Alternatives to individualized
consent models for technology have been proposed [38]—and we

deliberately call on these alternatives as a new model for mapping
consent to more relational principles and societal justice. While an
individual should clearly have access to individual actions (such as
refusal to use a system [46, 85], these individual actions must be
defined and implemented in systemic and procedural ways to push
against the consequences of one-size-fits-all consent procedures.
In sum, consent defines agency in a systematic way, meaning that
there are opportunities to either negatively neglect or positively
protect the agency of data contributors through consent policies.

3.3 Premise 2. Agency is a matter of justice.
Next, we establish the relationship between agency and justice.
This claim is an adaptation of Iris Young’s critique of distributive
justice, which states that the distributive paradigm in justice theory
does not sufficiently recognize the impact of systemic factors, such
as inherent power asymmetries and undemocratic policies [90].
Young’s critique is relevant to data-centric systems, which are ripe
with power imbalances that we have outlined previously [45]. We
believe that Young’s formulation of justice better mirrors how ML
systems view stakeholders.

To translate this critique into a precise theory of justice for AI
applications, we adopt Young’s core principle: equity for individuals
should not override the rectification of group-based oppression [90, p.
34]. As we argued in Premise 1, ethics in predictive systems often
rely on social groups, such as data contributors, tech companies,
and developers, rather than individuals. Therefore, we establish
that data contributors are a social group and consent procedures are
institutional routines—sweeping, standardized policies that a user
must engage with. These consent processes are passed down by
platforms (data collectors) to data contributors. Justice is a matter
of identifying and rectifying the systemic oppression that data
contributors face.

Agency—specifically agency around data-centric actions—is cru-
cial to justice in predictive systems. Recall that agency is the social
power to define one’s actions and behaviors [63]. For DAT, we con-
ceptualize agency as a question: what is a data contributor’s capacity
to give direction and shape to a data-centric action? Inspired by activ-
ity theory [11, 25], we presume that agency is not a starting place.
Rather, it is created and transformed through action [75]. View-
ing agency in this way captures how that agency is transformed
throughout the AI pipeline; we can understand how actions around
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Figure 2: Operationalizing DAT requires outlining relevant
social groups,mechanisms to shape data action, and resulting
asymmetry.

data representation, use, and dissemination change agency. Fur-
thermore, this conceptualization aligns with Young’s definition of
justice and the ability of a group to participate in decisions that im-
pact their lives [90]. Therefore, mechanisms that affect data agency
consequently affect the justness of a system.

This claim points to a new approach in AI justice andML fairness
to conceptualize justice as ridding a system of oppression.Researchers
and developers must build a measurable and tractable conceptual-
ization of justice in predictive scenarios. This shift towards social
justice paradigms, such as Iris Young’s, gives us grounds to consider
the systemic nature of consent in data settings; consent policies
outline a network of relationships with power (im)balances and
domino effects across social groups.

4 OPERATIONALIZING DATA AGENCY
THEORY

We see two applications of our theory concerning consent and
justice: evaluative and generative.

4.1 Evaluative Power
A primary benefit of DAT is evaluative power, or the ability to assess
the justness of consent processes. These assessments can happen
against the procedure by itself or appraising it against other alter-
natives. When consent procedures focus too closely on individual
action, minutiae can make direct comparisons of people or contexts
difficult and can prevent generalized takeaways. Conversely, ML
has prioritized abstract concepts such as fairness, equity, and jus-
tice, but these concepts can be difficult to operationalize in practice.
Here, we translate the premises of data agency theory into action-
able dimensions of consent policies. In sum, operationalizing DAT
requires outlining relevant social groups, mechanisms to shape data
action, and the asymmetry between the two (e.g., Figure 2).

Premise 1. Consent outlines agency in a systematic way.
Recall that agency refers to one’s capacity to shape present and
future actions about the data they contributed. DAT allows us to
assess agency in consent policies by highlighting the capacity for
data action enabled or limited by policy. Furthermore, DAT focuses
on what happens when unquestioned power distributions affect the

agency of specific social or identity groups. At that point, the lack
of agency is systemic and, therefore, is a form of oppression [90].
DAT gives a name to and a lens for describing the outcomes of
consent policies on data contributors and collectors.

Premise 2. Agency is a matter of justice. In DAT, seeking
justice is redressing harms to specific social groups caused by insti-
tutional routines. We argued in Section 3 that this conceptualization
of justice better suits data-centric technologies, such as predictive
systems. Consent policies are “institutional routines” as they are
sweeping, standardized policies that are the norm for a user experi-
ence. We note how these policies contribute to structural injustice
in predictive systems along dimensions of asymmetry. As Young
[90] says, “for every oppressed group there is a group that benefits
from the other group’s oppression." Therefore, injustice feeds off of
structural asymmetry between social groups.

4.2 Generative Power
DAT can also serve as a generative framework, providing oppor-
tunities to consider how policies could be improved to be more
consentful and, therefore, more just. We envision DAT’s generative
power to be broad. In some cases, our design suggestions reimag-
ine consent throughout the design and implementation of the AI
pipeline. There may also be opportunities where generative sug-
gestions must move beyond technical or engineering solutions. As
a theory of justice, DAT often points to policy, structural, or other
changes that must happen to allow for a more just system.

5 CASE STUDY
Next, we present two case studies of popular data collection policies:
social media data sharing and human-subjects data collection. Using
data agency theory (DAT), we evaluate the justness of these two
policies and generatively demonstrate how they can be improved.
Table 2 summarizes our two evaluations into their key components.

5.1 Social Media Data Sharing in Terms of
Service
Access, search, or collect data from the Services by any
means [automated or otherwise] except as permitted
in these Terms or in a separate agreement with Reddit.
We conditionally grant permission to crawl the Ser-
vices in accordance with the parameters set forth in our
robots.txt file, but scraping the Services without Reddit’s
prior consent is prohibited. [69]

Terms of Service (TOS) agreements are policies a technology
user agrees to by using an application or service. The user is bound
to the policies in these documents, which codify data procedures—
such as data use, sharing, storage, and collection. In the example
above, we show Reddit’s policy for data sharing within their Terms
of Service (TOS) agreement, but similar agreements are used on
Instagram,1 and Twitter2.

Data sharing policies are standard in social platform TOS agree-
ments; we argue this is partly because TOS agreements facilitate
the use of data across many applications relevant to ML and AI.

1https://help.instagram.com/
2https://twitter.com/en/privacy
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Setting Collectors Contributors Asymmetry Impact

Social Media TOS Reddit & Third Par-
ties

Redditors Consent to third parties
given by Reddit, not
Redditors

Redditors cannot properly
contextualize their data during
consent and use

Human Subjects
Consent

Researcher Research Subjects Researchers have deeper
technical knowledge of
potential future data use

Subjects are most informed
during the time of study
consent, but this is never
re-evaluated

Table 2: Summary of DAT evaluations.

Internally, data may be shared to facilitate targeted advertising [41],
personal recommendation [92], and business relationships with
outside parties. Platforms such as Twitter and Reddit have APIs
that permit data sharing with third parties. This data access has
been collectively recognized for its value to AI and ML practition-
ers [7, 62, 64, 93]. However, TOS agreements have been critiqued for
being illegible, dense, and opaque [26, 49]. They are often presented
in long forms that users agree to without reading or understanding,
requiring high reading levels and comprehension. At their worst,
social media platforms have used TOS agreements to justify sharing
data in nefarious ways, exemplified by the Facebook-Cambridge
Analytica [35] and Crisis Text Line [44] controversies.

5.1.1 Evaluation. DAT provides an effective lens to explain what
parts of TOS data-sharing policies violate notions of consent and
justice. We operationalize DAT by outlining the main social groups
and their capacity to shape data action.

Data collectors. Focusing on Reddit’s policy, this TOS autho-
rizes third parties to scrape Reddit by getting prior consent from
the platform (Reddit). Therefore, we have two data collectors: the
platform and the third party. Here, scraping is a data action that
third parties can do within certain bounds specified in an agree-
ment that is unknown at the time of consent. The platform Reddit
dictates those bounds and, thus, situates itself as a data collector
and policymaker.

Specifically, third parties can collect the user-generated content
on the website if they ask Reddit first or abide by the robots.txt
file. Reddit can choose to give consent or not. Therefore, we have
two mechanisms to shape data action: (1) the platform’s capacity to
govern and gatekeep access to user-generated data and (2) a third
party’s capacity to scrape the user-generated data.

Data contributors. Next, we consider data contributors and
their capacity to shape data action. Data contributors are users of
Reddit who actively contribute data through posting, comment-
ing, or upvoting content. While data contributors could act as a
third party and scrape the website, they most likely do not have
the technical skills or time to do so. Moreover, data contributors
cannot shape data-sharing decisions once they have consented and
produced data. Finally, contributors cannot change, alter, or adjust
these policies.

Asymmetry. If we care about justice here, DAT suggests we
must consider the systemic asymmetries this policy creates and
propagates. Recall that Reddit can govern and gatekeep the dataset,
a collective of user contributions hosted by the platform. However,
there is asymmetry insofar as data contributors do not have a similar

capacity to govern and gatekeep their own data from third parties.
Through this TOS agreement, Reddit has taken matters of data
control away from data contributors (users of the site) and now
brokers data-sharing agreements with third parties. Implicitly, this
means that the platform has control over who can scrape data from
the platform, but data contributors do not have similar control over
the data they produce.

Moreover, this policy propagates the existing structural asym-
metry between data contributors and collectors. In prior work on
data labor [6, 45], we know that data contributors are rarely given
credit for their work and often left to their own means of gain-
ing leverage [85]. Consent does not remediate this pre-existing
asymmetry when considering agency and Reddit’s policy. There
are no mechanisms for data contributors to regain ownership or
exert leverage. For example, individuals cannot erase their own data
from these datasets or withdraw their consent. In fact, deletion bots
have emerged as a workaround to this asymmetry. DAT suggests
that this TOS policy infringes on justice by allowing a third party
and platform to take a data-centric action while data contributors
have no information or recourse.

5.1.2 Generation. How can consent be renegotiated to improve
data agency in this situation? Recall that control is being given to
a third party without mechanisms for data contributors to engage
with Reddit, something prior work has likened to an unfettered
stream of data from users [70].

To prevent an unjust ecosystem of data agency, Reddit and plat-
forms like it could make their data-sharing permissions available to
data contributors. This would involve designing consent procedures
where users can tailor their data-sharing permissions according to
their preferences. Building on Fiesler and Proferes [27], there are
several opportunities where users have expressed differences in
their preferences for sharing, including the content of their posts
and intended use by third parties. DAT informs how Reddit could
allow users to negotiate data agency through more consentful in-
terfaces when contextual considerations are most relevant.

Pragmatically, what might this look like? One opt-in could hap-
pen at the profile level, where data contributors (who we normally
call users) can make different profiles with different sharing per-
missions. Similar to the intentions behind throwaway accounts on
Reddit or fake private Instagrams (Finstas) [36], users can have pro-
files where their data is only shared with specific institutions, such
as researchers or non-profits. Taken a step further, Reddit could
design mechanisms where users can consent to data-sharing post-
by-post, which could be supported by future research and design
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propositions similar to Im et al. [38]’s design ideas in affirmative
consent. To make this easier, users could set specific words where,
if present in their post, they may not want to share or subreddits
of content they wish to withhold.

5.2 Human-Subjects Research for AI: Informed
Consent
The informed consent process involves three key fea-
tures: (1) disclosing to potential research subjects infor-
mation needed to make an informed decision; (2) facili-
tating the understanding of what has been disclosed; and
(3) promoting the voluntariness of the decision about
whether or not to participate in the research [59]

Another data collection mechanism in AI is using human sub-
jects to provide data dumps of their social media use [17]. Human
subjects are the United States (US) concept of a research participant
or subject formally involved in a research study. This method allows
researchers to cross-reference an individual’s social media data with
medical records [12], mental health assessments [31], or in-person
interviews to understand their behavior. While human subjects re-
search is a less common technique to gather data than social media
data scraping, ethicists have noted that human-centered concerns
are relevant in AI contexts that use public data [15, 86]. This section
evaluates the US principles for Institutional Review Board (IRB)
consent as a broader indicator of human subjects procedures for
AI.

In human subjects research overseen by an IRB, consent is a
standardized and regulated practice. IRB standards are based on
principles outlined in the Belmont Report (1979) [83]: respect for
persons, beneficence, and justice. Under the “respect for persons”
principle lies the specific guidelines on practicing informed con-
sent [59]. Consent is about respecting an individual. This practice
contrasts social media TOS agreements (as just discussed), which
often frame consent as procedural.

While the IRB has defined key features of informed consent [59],
operationalizing informed consent is still a vigorously debated
topic within the research community. In health research settings,
there are conflicting standards of readability versus comprehensive-
ness, so it is unclear whether subjects are fully informed [32, 34].
These problems persist in sociotechnical research settings, where
researchers have called for expansions of informed consent. For
example, Im et al. [38] distinguish informedness as just one of five
major principles for consentful situations in sociotechnical set-
tings. Moreover, the notion of “informedness” is dependent on how
we view knowledge, which is often viewed through a Eurocentric
lens [81]. While informed consent provides a foundation for ethical
research practices, it is unclear whether it truly captures agentic
consent practices.

5.2.1 Evaluation. DAT allows us to unpack the nuances of in-
formed consent as it relates to AI and ground them in justice. Fo-
cusing on the definition of informed consent from the IRB (quoted
above), this policy states that informed consent is garnered so
long as the researcher promotes disclosure, understanding, and
voluntariness at the time of consent. Once a subject gives con-
sent, researchers can collect the subject’s data. Once a subject has

consented to research participation, they establish a data-sharing
relationship, with the subject becoming a data contributor and
the researcher as a data collector.

Asymmetry. By its namesake, informed consent is intended
to minimize the information asymmetry between researchers and
subjects, the two parties most prominently featured in scientific
relationships. There is an inherent asymmetry because a researcher
has designed the study. This information disparity can be exacer-
bated by a researcher’s technical knowledge of the situation, ability
to shape future research use, and need to meet publication stan-
dards.

Under DAT, evaluating the consent form is necessary to evaluate
the justness of any resulting AI systems. Positively, the consent
form attempts to increase a participant’s agency by providing (1)
information about what they consent to and (2) a reminder of their
ability to refuse, withdraw, or alter participation. The design of the
consent process, whether through written or verbal consent, is in-
tended to increase a participant’s agency when consent is requested.
It is important to note here that informedness is not generated by
simply providing information [34]. Rather, the information should
be presented to promote understanding of the human subject.

However, DAT also asks us to consider the process of shaping
data action rather than a one-time mechanism. Thus, under DAT
we would build on this policy to give participants data action in the
long term, similar to the data actions that researchers have. Take,
for example, a research study with an IRB for building a dataset for
researchers to use in the long-term. If participants consent once,
researchers can continuously update the dataset and use it for future
projects. Although the researchers at the timemay have had the best
of intentions in developing the dataset, the control of the dataset
rests in the hands of the researchers. This means there is asymmetry
created when data contributors will not be asked to reconsent to
transform their data into a new context. Therefore, consent with
data contributors would need to be iteratively adressed, rather than
mitigated once. For example, subjects would need to be informed
about follow-upwork that uses their data. DATwould say, therefore,
we are not sufficiently remediating asymmetry in this situation.

In this situation, communicating the intended use of a dataset
through a consent form relieves asymmetry between contributors
and collectors in scientific research, and is a positive foundation
for consent. However, DAT points to an asymmetry when future
use of datasets are not explained or made clear.

5.2.2 Generative. Under DAT, informed consent creates a space
where asymmetries are partially minimized. However, we note
two main areas for improvement: (1) ensuring that the relevant
information is interpretable and (2) expanding informed consent
past the initial data collection.

As noted in our evaluation, how a subject is informed is critical to
reducing the inherent information asymmetry between researcher
and subject. This sentiment is already echoed in informed consent
procedures; institutions and governments often provide approved
examples of interpretable consent forms. However, recent work
has noted that standards of “readability" often conflict with other
standards of comprehensiveness and length [32]. Informed consent
procedures could pacify this tension by using standardized read-
ability tests, such as the SMOG formula [49], or providing multiple
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versions of consent forms, such as a summary with key points and
a more comprehensive version. This would allow researchers to
capture the principles and standards of “informedness," without
relying on solely on institutional discretion or subfield norms [3].

Furthermore, discussions about study information and voluntari-
ness are only happening at the time of initial consent, leaving few
standards for consent withdrawal and sustained information. In
research studies, particularly in AI and mental health, data collected
from human subjects helps generate publicized benchmark datasets
that are used in future research, such as the eRisk dataset [60].
These datasets can contain sensitive information, such as mental
health diagnostic assessments. Because they are publically acces-
sible to researchers, a subject’s data could be used in a different
context than the initial research study where their consent was
requested. We suggest that the human-subjects consent procedure
be improved by replicating initial informed consent throughout
the research pipeline. For example, researchers could discreetly
inform participants about how their dataset will be used in future
publications. Ideally, this check-in also includes a mechanism for
participants to withdraw their consent, either by removing their
data from the public dataset or declining to be included in specific
research projects.

6 DISCUSSION
Recent work in AI has focused heavily on expanding our eval-
uation metrics beyond quantitative ones, such as accuracy, and
towards human-centered concepts, such as bias, fairness, and equal-
ity [14, 87]. These metrics affect how we normatively evaluate tech-
nological systems [42]. For example, understanding the fairness of
an ML model can help us evaluate whether it is appropriate to use
in high-stakes settings, such as the judicial system. Justice allows us
to critique how our algorithms uphold and underpin institutional
inequities, particularly in high-stakes spaces such as mental health
support [61], criminal justice [91], and child-welfare [78]. There-
fore, incorporating justice into our evaluation criteria is essential
for minimizing sociotechnical gaps around values. In other words,
the absence of justice considerations will lead to technologies that
unintentionally cause harm.

Justice is a fundamental societal value that permeates how we
conceptualize welfare [67, 84], morality [28, 77], and relationships
with fellow society members [33]. Despite being an intuitive con-
cept of “right” and “wrong,” justice is difficult to operationalize as
an evaluation criterion [42]. In this paper, we propose data agency
theory (DAT) as a guide for evaluating the justness of consent proce-
dures as they relate to predictive systems. DAT allows us to evaluate
the justness of systems in situations where real-world policies im-
pact users. For example, we show that Terms of Service agreements
make Reddit a black-box data broker, which impacts justice across
the AI pipeline. In this section, we describe key opportunities for
data agency theory.

6.1 Data Agency Theory as a Comparative
Framework

One reason why consent is so nuanced is that it relies heavily on
context. As consent theories from feminism and sexual liberation
note, the context in any given interaction is constantly evolving

and is an ongoing negotiation [8, 10, 53, 57]. We adopt this view of
consent and apply it to two examples of AI-relevant settings—social
media data use and human subjects research— to reason about the
justness of these consent procedures. We note that human-subjects
research consent (informed consent) actively tries to minimize the
information and power asymmetry between researcher and subject.
Meanwhile, Reddit’s Terms of Service agreement maximizes this
power asymmetry. In this way, data agency theory can serve as a
framework to compare and contrast various consent procedures.

In AI settings, relating various consent procedures can help us
identify a shared set of explicit norms. If informed consent is the
ideal, how can we replicate it in other data collection methods?
If individual informed consent is not feasible at scale, what are
alternatives that still protect data subjects?

A comparative framework on consent in AI settings can partic-
ularly help with the gap between our values (what we should be
doing) and ourmethods (what we can do). Chancellor [14] notes this
as a prevalent gap in human-centered machine learning, and Sisk
et al. [76] note it as a specific problemwith consent practices. In this
paper, we frame justice as a desired value and scope Young’s justice
theory down to apply to consent procedures. Moreover, we leverage
data agency theory to evaluate how various consent procedures
impact justice.

6.2 Data Agency Theory for Designers
There is enormous potential to support data agency through design
work and HCI methods. We define agency in terms of one’s capacity
to shape action. In system design, a user’s agency is often influ-
enced by which features are designed and how they are presented
within the system. Could designers increase a user’s data agency
by providing them with certain data-related features?

For example, in our case study on Reddit’s Terms of Service
agreement, we suggest designing profile-level features where users
can tailor their data-sharing permissions. These design recommen-
dations echo current non-traditional social media use, such as the
creation of Finstas [36] or throwaway accounts on Reddit. We sug-
gest that intentionally designing for these uses could increase a
user’s agency over their own data by giving them new sociotechni-
cal mechanisms to opt into (i.e., consent to) data sharing. Moreover,
HCI researchers could build off of previous work on user’s percep-
tions of data sharing. For example, Fiesler & Profores [27] found
that Twitter users had a series of contextual notes that impacted
their feelings about contributing data to research. Are there new
designs, such as the participatory governance of consent policies
or up-to-date mechanisms for data withdrawl [38], that make these
contextual notes transparent? Our theory could ground future work
that explores how these contextual notes interact with a user’s sense
of agency.

6.3 Data Agency Theory for Research Ethics
At its core, data agency theory ties together notions of justice,
consent, and action. Within the scope of AI applications, consent
procedures relate to work in HCI, ML, and other areas. However,
with ambiguous concepts, such as justice, it can be difficult to find
common ground across these disciplines and engage in meaningful
discussion. Justice is often thought of as a wicked problem [19]: a
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problem that cannot be clearly divided into a problem statement and
problem solution. Therefore, having well-defined, agreed-upon def-
initions is a necessary step in iterating on solutions and achieving
progressive improvement [72]. In this paper, we offer a conceptual-
ization of consent as a mediator of agency and means toward more
just practices. At a broad level, we hope this contributes to shared
vocabulary technologists can rely on when discussing justice across
various disciplines.

In AI and ML settings, such as NeurIPS, researchers could use
data agency theory to inform discussions of their own consent
procedures. Recently, ML venues have required broader impacts or
ethics considerations statements. Prunkl et al [65] note that these
statements can help institutionalize ethics and inform a clear set
of standards for the field. However, Nanayakkara et al [54] found
that broader impact statements were scattered across topics and
did not meet the self-stated goals of the venue and larger research
community. DAT could scaffold discussions of justice in the ML
community, thereby institutionalizing it as a normative value.

Finally, we see opportunities for data agency theory to ground
critical theories around emerging corporate AI technologies. In ad-
dition to academic inquiry into the injustices AI can promote [5, 18],
the internet is filled with stories of growing distrust, experienced
harms, and personal risks that individuals have confronted. In 2018,
the Financial Times declared “Techlash" as the word of the year:
the growing public animosity towards large platform technology
companies [29]. Through critical technoculture discourse analysis
(CTDA), Andre Brock [13] underpins the need to study how these
technology practices intersect with identity, class, and power. In
data agency theory, we bring relational power to the forefront of
the conversation around AI and ML practices. We argue that the
inherent power asymmetry between data contributors and data
collectors should be ameliorated through consent procedures. We
hope that future critical theories expand DAT to explore other in-
stitutionalized power asymmetries that are worsened by poor data
collection procedures, such as those rooted in identity disparities
or classism.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
A major limitation is that our designs are speculative reimagina-
tions of current consent procedures. Future work could operational-
ize our design recommendations to evaluate their feasibility and
implementations. Moreover, this paper offers a theoretical contribu-
tion and demonstrates its evaluative and generative power. Future
work could explore empirical substantiations of our theory, such
as simulating data actions in large datasets or interviewing data
contributors about their perceptions of agency. Finally, throughout
this paper, we use a sociological definition of consent. We realize
that this definition can be messy; it is ambiguous and highly con-
textual. Future work could explore how unambiguous definitions
of consent, such as legal definitions, may help users regain agency
in courtrooms and policies.

8 CONCLUSION
This work offers a precise theory of justice for predictive systems
that use human-generated data. Data agency theory states that
consent procedures systemically affect an individual’s agency and,

therefore, affect the justness of a predictive system. We apply data
agency theory to two cases: (1) Reddit’s terms of service and (2) IRB
informed consent procedures. In both cases, we unpack the social
roles outlined by the consent policy and the asymmetry between
those social roles. We discuss the potential for data agency theory to
ground meta-theoretical conversations around consent and justice.
We hope that, despite the contextual nature of consent, DAT gives
researchers the tools to unpack the constructs and relationships
that continue to propagate injustice throughout our data pipelines.
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